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We use a single trapped-ion qutrit to demonstrate the quantum-state-independent violation of
noncontextuality inequalities using a sequence of randomly chosen quantum nondemolition projective
measurements. We concatenate 53 × 106 sequential measurements of 13 observables, and unambiguously
violate an optimal noncontextual bound. We use the same data set to characterize imperfections including
signaling and repeatability of the measurements. The experimental sequence was generated in real
time with a quantum random number generator integrated into our control system to select the
subsequent observable with a latency below 50 μs, which can be used to constrain contextual hidden-
variable models that might describe our results. The state-recycling experimental procedure is resilient to
noise and independent of the qutrit state, substantiating the fact that the contextual nature of quantum
physics is connected to measurements and not necessarily to designated states. The use of extended
sequences of quantum nondemolition measurements finds applications in the fields of sensing and
quantum information.
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Two measurements are said to be compatible when
their outcome statistics for any given input state are
indistinguishable from the individual statistics extracted
from a joint measurement on that state. In classical theories,
outcomes of measurements are consistent with each
result having a preexisting value, independent of which
other compatible measurements are performed. Quantum
mechanics (QM) is bound by different rules, resulting in
stronger correlations between the outcomes of compatible
observables than are possible in classical theories. This
feature, which is known as contextuality, has been linked to
the power of quantum computation [1–4] and to reliable
communication protocols [5,6], and its most famous
manifestation is Bell nonlocality [7]. In this sense, the
violation of a Bell inequality demonstrates contextuality.
However, nonlocality requires composite systems in
entangled states. A more general result is that of Kochen
and Specker [8], who showed that any state of any quantum
system in a Hilbert space of dimension greater than two can
be used to reveal contextuality.
In a similar fashion to a Bell inequality, the contex-
tuality of QM can be shown through the violation of a
number of inequalities, which have been derived for
systems of various Hilbert space dimension. Such inequal-
ities can be split into those which are violated for a given
input state [9,10] and those for which the violation is
input-state independent [11,12]. State-independent-contex-
tuality (SIC) tests have been performed using a number of
systems [13–21], but thus far they all used the following
approach: (i) prepare an input state and (ii) measure
multiple observables. This was repeated for each of a
finite number of input states, and using all combinations of
observables required for the test. Measurements on each
observable can be carried out either simultaneously or
sequentially [22], with the sequential approach being the
most popular.
An alternative proposal [23] is to perform a SIC test
using sequences of ideal quantum nondemolition projective
measurements (which in the context of general probabilistic
theories are known as sharp measurements [24]). Each
measurement is performed on the state into which the
system was projected by the previous measurement. When
executed in this manner, contextuality tests intrinsically
sustain the generation of quantum correlations, which can
be used to generate and certify continuous strings of
random numbers [25,26].
In this Letter, we demonstrate SIC sustainable in time
using state recycling over a sequence of 53 × 106 mea-
surements. To that end we have adopted (i) the simplest
system featuring SIC, a three-level quantum system or
qutrit [8,27], (ii) the smallest set of elementary quantum
measurements needed for SIC, namely, the Yu-Oh set
with 13 observables [12,28,29], and (iii) the original Yu-
Oh and an optimal witness of SIC [30]. Our results
violate the bounds imposed by noncontextual hidden-
variable models. We use a commercial quantum random
number generator (QRNG) to create the sequence of
measured observables in real time. This places constraints
on contextual hidden-variable models attempting to
explain our results, which must cover the behavior not
only of the qutrit but also of the QRNG [31]. We quantify
the unsharpness and incompatibility (or signaling, see
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Ref. [32]) of our measurements by extracting high-order
correlators from the data set.
The 13 dichotomic (“yes-no”) observables or “rays” in
the Yu-Oh set [12] are of the form Av ¼ I − 2Pv, where I is
the identity, Pv is the normalized projection operator onto a
vector jvi ¼ aj0i þ bj1i þ cj2i, and fj0i; j1i; j2ig form a
qutrit basis. Since the eigenvalues of Pv are 0 and 1, ray
measurements result in values þ1 and −1. The 13 vectors
jvi with real-valued coefficients ða; b; cÞ are defined by
points on the surface of a cube in a three-dimensional
Hilbert space [Fig. 1(a) and Table I]. Two rays are
compatible if the corresponding vectors are orthogonal.
This can be visualized in an orthogonality graph
[Fig. 1(b)] by drawing all vectors from the set V ¼
fyσk; hα; zkjk ¼ 1; 2; 3; σ ¼ ; α ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3g as vertices
and linking vertices of compatible rays. In this notation,
zk are the basis states, yk are superpositions of two basis
states, and hk are superpositions of all three. In total, there
are 24 edges in the graph, representing the 24 compatible
pairs ðu; vÞ ∈ E with PuPv ¼ 0 (each edge is counted
only once).










we use the optimal SIC witness opt3 for which the QM and



















Here, Vh ¼ fhαg, C2 ¼ fðzk; yþk Þ; ðzk; y−k Þ; ðyþk ; y−k Þg and
C3 ¼ fðzk; yþk ; y−k Þg, with indices k and α running as for V.
A necessary condition for a set of correlations to be
noncontextual is
hχYOi ≤ 8 and hχopt3i ≤ 25; ð2Þ
and any violation of these inequalities demonstrates con-
textuality. The prediction of quantum theory is that, for any








Our experimental platform to test these witnesses uses a
single 40Caþ ion confined in a surface-electrode radio
frequency trap in the setup described in Ref. [43]. The
qutrit basis states are represented by three fine-structure
levels in a 40Caþ ion: j0i ¼ jS1=2ðmj ¼ −1=2Þi in the
ground-state manifold, and j1i¼ jD5=2ðmj ¼−3=2Þi and
j2i¼ jD5=2ðmj¼−1=2Þi in the metastable D5=2 manifold
(Fig. 2). The two metastable states have a Zeeman-shifted
energy difference ℏðω2 − ω1Þ ¼ ð2πℏÞ6.47 MHz in an
external magnetic field of B ¼ 0.385 mT.
Every experimental sequence starts with 500 μs of
Doppler cooling using a 397 nm laser red detuned
approximately half a natural linewidth from resonance
(a) (b)
FIG. 1. Observables and compatibility relations between the
observables for the Yu-Oh set. (a) The 13 rays are represented by
vectors in a three-dimensional real Hilbert space. Their direc-
tional components are listed in Table I. (b) The orthogonality
relationships between the rays determine a graph with 13 vertices
and 24 edges between compatible rays.
TABLE I. Definition and experimental parameters for the
vectors v ∈ V in the Yu-Oh set. The coefficients ða; b; cÞ give
the directions of the rays in the real-valued three-dimensional
Hilbert space (Fig. 1). In the experiment, rays are rotated onto the
measurement axis (along z1) by applying the coherent rotations in






v (see also Fig. 3). The
last column shows the corresponding bit sequence from the
QRNG (see text for details). If the QRNG delivers a bit sequence
not present in this table, it is discarded and a new one is read





v ða; b; cÞ θð1Þv ϕð1Þv θð2Þv ϕð2Þv QRNG
y−1 ð0; 1; 1̄Þ π 3π=2 π=2 π=2 0001
y−2 ð1̄; 0; 1Þ 0 0 3π=2 3π=2 0010
y−3 ð1; 1̄; 0Þ π=2 π=2 0 0 0011
yþ1 (0,1,1) π 3π=2 π=2 3π=2 0100
yþ2 (1,0,1) 0 0 π=2 3π=2 0101
yþ3 (1,1,0) π=2 3π=2 0 0 0110
h1 ð1̄; 1; 1Þ 3π=2 3π=2 θð2Þh 3π=2 0111
h2 ð1; 1̄; 1Þ π=2 π=2 θð2Þh 3π=2 1000
h3 ð1; 1; 1̄Þ π=2 3π=2 θð2Þh π=2 1001
h0 (1,1,1) π=2 3π=2 θð2Þh 3π=2 1010
z1 (1,0,0) 0 0 0 0 1011
z2 (0,1,0) π 3π=2 0 0 1100
z3 (0,0,1) 0 0 π 3π=2 1101
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with the cycling transition between the S1=2 and P1=2
manifolds, and with close to one saturation intensity
[32,43]. This is followed by 10 μs of optical pumping to
initialize the qutrit to the j0i state. Subsequently, measure-
ments of the observables fAvg are performed, which
consist of coherent rotations between the qutrit states
and projective measurements. Coherent rotations are
achieved using 729 nm laser pulses resonant with the
transitions between j0i and j1i (at ω1), and between j0i and
j2i (at ω2). Matrix representations of the rotations in


































The angles θ and ϕ for a certain rotation (Table I) are
controlled via the duration and phase of the corresponding
laser pulse using an acousto-optic modulator. Projective
measurements are realized by illuminating the ion for
160 μs with the same settings used for Doppler cooling
[32]. If photons are scattered, the qutrit state is projected
onto j0i (“bright state”), if not, the qutrit is projected onto
theD5=2 manifold (“dark states”), preserving the coherence
between j1i and j2i (Fig. 2). For the bright (dark) states, we
register on average 18.8 (0.7) photons through a high-
numerical aperture objective on a photomultiplier tube.
Thresholding single-shot photon counts at 5.5 for the
160 μs detection window allows us to distinguish bright
from dark states with an estimated mean detection error
of < 2 × 10−4 [32].
Testing the SIC inequalities on the Yu-Oh set [12]
requires projective measurements along all 13 rays
(Fig. 1). By design, the fluorescence detection projects
onto either the qutrit state j0i itself, i.e., the z1 ray, or
the plane orthogonal to it, spanned by j1i and j2i. For any
other observable Av, we apply first a unitary rotation
Uv ¼ Rð2Þðθð2Þv ;ϕð2Þv ÞRð1Þðθð1Þv ;ϕð1Þv Þ, which rotates v onto
z1, then fluorescence detection (followed by optical pump-
ing of the S1=2 population to j0i), and finally the reverse
rotation U†v (Fig. 3). Every measurement of an observable
is thus uniquely determined by v and is independent of
the context.
Ideally, we would perform a single long series of
measurements of randomly chosen observables. In practice,
we interrupt the sequence to save collected data and
periodically calibrate laser frequencies and pulse times.
To sustain the sequence, we take subsequences containing a
minimum of 1000 measurements, which we interrupt when
the last detection projects the qutrit onto j0i. The next
subsequence then starts by initializing the qutrit to j0i and
applying the rotationU†v0 , with v0 ¼ vl the last ray from the
previous sequence. In this way, all performed measurement
sequences can be concatenated up to the 53 × 106 in the
present data set [32]. The periodic reset resulting from the
repeated measurements with a finite probability to find
the system in j0i allows such long continuous sequences to
FIG. 2. Energy level diagram of the 40Caþ ion. Qutrit states j0i,
j1i, and j2i are encoded in the highlighted fine-structure levels.
Coherent rotations between them are achieved with laser pulses at
729 nm. Fluorescence measurements using an excitation laser at
397 nm project the qutrit state into either j0i (“bright”) or the
j1i,j2i manifold (“dark”).
FIG. 3. Sequential measurement scheme. A subsequence starts by initializing the ion state to j0i and rotating it to the last ray from the
previous subsequence, v0. Every following ray measurement Av then consists of a unitary transformationUv rotating the ray v onto j0i, a
projective measurement, and the back rotation U†v. The unitary transformations Uv ¼ Rð2Þv Rð1Þv are realized by coherent driving on the
transitions between j0i and j1i, Rð1Þv ¼ Rð1Þðθð1Þv ;ϕð1Þv Þ, and between j0i and j2i, Rð2Þv ¼ Rð2Þðθð2Þv ;ϕð2Þv Þ. Subsequent measurement rays
are determined by bit sequences from a QRNG, which are created after performing the respective previous projective measurement.
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be built up while restricting the propagation of unitary-
rotation errors.
We randomize the sequence of measured observables
using a QRNG (model Quantis from ID Quantique SA). It
delivers a constant stream of random bits, from which we
take groups of four and assign rays v to them (Table I). The
random bits for an observable are created after the detection
event of the previous observable (Fig. 3). In this way, if we
acknowledge the randomness of the QRNG, we prevent a
hypothetically conspiring ion from knowing what the
context of a measurement will be [31]. Everything from
the QRNG output to the pulse sequence programmed in the
computer-control system is updated in real time within a
50 μs time window between unitary rotations.
In a typical sequence of 106 measurements, we observe
between two and five subsequences containing more than
55 dark measurements in a row. In a random sequence of 55
ideal measurements, we would, however, only expect such
a set to occur with a probability of ð2=3Þ55 ≈ 2 × 10−10,
which corresponds to a 1% probability for it to appear once
in the full set of 53 × 106 measurements. We attribute this
anomalous effect to off-resonant leakage into the states
jD5=2; mj ¼ −5=2i and jD5=2; mj ¼ þ1=2i, which are
long-lived dark states outside our computational Hilbert
space [32]. The control system for the experiment spots
these events in real time and breaks, purging the sub-
sequence and starting a new subsequence from the same v0
as was used for the purged subsequence.
Every data point measured for an observable Av consists
of the measurement ray v and an outcome a ¼ 1. From
the full data set, we collect the numbers NðAv ¼ a1Þ,
NðAu ¼ a1; Av ¼ a2Þ, and NðAu¼ a1;Av ¼ a2;Aw ¼ a3Þ,
where Au, Av, and Aw are successive measurements in that
order, for all u, v, w ∈ V and all a1, a2, a3 ∈ f1;−1g.









a1;a2 a1a2NðAu ¼ a1; Av ¼ a2ÞP0





a1;a2;a3 a1a2a3NðAu ¼ a1; Av ¼ a2; Aw ¼ a3ÞP0
a1;a2;a3 NðAu ¼ a1; Av ¼ a2; Aw ¼ a3Þ
; ð5cÞ
where
P0 additionally sums over all permutations of the
argument list ofN, i.e., the measurement order. Substituting
the obtained values (Fig. 4) into the SIC witnesses in
Eqs. (1), we find
hχYOi ¼ 8.279ð4Þ and hχopt3i ¼ 27.357ð11Þ: ð6Þ
Our results violate inequalities Eq. (2) by 69 and 214
standard deviations, which correspond to a contextual
fraction of 0.167 and 0.177, respectively, out of a maximum
of 0.2 in both cases [4,32]. These deviations are solely
based on statistical uncertainties, which are small due to the
large number of measurements in the complete data set.
However, we believe that the significance of these viola-
tions should be penalized according to experimental
imperfections and systematic errors [32], and elaborate
on this issue below.
Our data set additionally allows for evaluation of the SIC
witnesses in Eqs. (2) based on the “standard approach,”
where measurements are repeatedly performed on specifi-
cally prepared states of the system. For this, we calculate
the averages conditioned on a preceding projection onto
one of the states i ∈ V. We do this for all 13 input states and
observe violations of the SIC inequalities by at least 15 and
43 standard deviations, respectively [32].
The inequalities in Eq. (2) are satisfied by any theory
assuming noncontextuality and their violation indicates
contextuality if certain underlying assumptions are satis-
fied. There are some such assumptions that are untestable,
e.g., the assumption that observers have free will for
choosing which measurement to make at any time (here
implemented with a QRNG). Nevertheless, there are
underlying assumptions that are (at least partially) testable.
One is the assumption that measurements are sharp; i.e.,
FIG. 4. Experimental results for expectation values that enter
the SIC witnesses in Eqs. (1) (see text for details on their
calculation). Error bars reflect shot noise, dashed lines represent
values predicted by quantum mechanics.
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they are minimally disturbing [24] and their outcomes are
the same if performed repeatedly. In quantum theory, sharp
measurements are represented by self-adjoint operators; the
“ideal measurements” as defined by von Neumann [44] are
sharp measurements. While perfect sharpness can never be
fulfilled in a real experiment, we find the repeatability of
our measurements (including rotations and projections) to
be above 99.6% [32]. Another assumption is compatibility
between the 24 pairs of observables in E [Fig. 1(b)]. Given
compatibility, there should be (i) no context signaling in the
data and (ii) no influence of preceding compatible mea-
surements on the statistics of an observable [32]. The large
number of measurements comprising our data set renders
statistical uncertainties very small and we are able to
resolve small systematic deviations from the ideal case
in both these measures. We believe these should reflect on
our results for the SIC witnesses [Eqs. (1)], but we are not
aware of any standard method to account for these
imperfections when evaluating SIC witnesses. There exist
analytical methods to take into account such imperfections
for noncontextuality inequalities for scenarios with cyclic
systems in which dichotomic observables are measured in
only two contexts [45]. These or other contextuality-by-
default techniques [46] may serve as a starting point to
account for imperfections also in the Yu-Oh scenario.
We characterize in Ref. [32] the quantum-versus-
classical advantage of this experiment based on the fact
that QM predictions for this system cannot be simulated
with a classical trit, as this would require a classical system
with a substantially larger memory. Furthermore, we show
that the compatibility structure between observables need
not be assumed a priori, but can be inferred from the
resulting statistics without invoking QM.
Beyond addressing fundamental aspects of QM, this
work demonstrates a system capable of autonomously
generating quantum operations, a feature desirable for a
prospective quantum computer. The system concatenates
hundreds of millions of coherent rotations and projective
measurements, rather than repeating a finite sequence
which starts with a predefined quantum state and consumes
a resource at the end of the computation. Such long
sequences of quantum nondemolition measurements are
interesting in a range of areas including sensing and
quantum computing [47]. Furthermore, the methods pre-
sented in this Letter might be generalized to multiparticle
quantum systems, providing more powerful tests of funda-
mental physics [48–50] and addressing the question of how
to optimally generate, certify, and make use of quantum
contextual correlations.
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